C/C++ Software Engineer

PTC Israel is looking for junior or experienced C/C++ developers to join our development center in Haifa.

We are looking for software engineers to join our Haifa-based engineering group, developing our state-of-the-art 3D analysis tools.

Responsibilities Include:
· Investigate and develop solutions for 3D analysis applications.
· Write well documented & high performance code.

If you are a Software Engineer, who is interested in working in an innovative environment, learning and developing, your place is with us!

Job Requirements:

B.Sc./B.A. or higher degree in Computer Science
• Strong knowledge of C and/or C++ programming
• Mathematical skills - an advantage

E-mail for CV’s: ptc.84.609@applynow.io

Testing Programmer

PTC Israel is looking for junior and experienced Testing developer to join our development center in Herzliya.

Your main role will be to improve and build a testing automation framework and API for a newly developed product.
If you are a Software Engineer, who is interested in working in an innovative environment, learning and developing, your place is with us!

Job Requirements:

• Computer Science or Engineering major
- Have 2+ years of software engineer programming experience. Testing oriented (mainly using JavaScript).
- Client side programming languages / technologies Experience: JavaScript, CSS, Angular
- Interested in new technologies with the aptitude to pick them up quickly
- Have the ability to shift priorities quickly and multi-task
- Have excellent communication skills
- OS: Windows, Linux

Advantage:

- CI: GoCD, Gradle, Maven
- Client side components / packaging: npm, bower, yarn, WebPack
- OS: iOS/Android

E-mail for CV’s: ptc.8F.50B@applynow.io

Senior Full Stack Developer

PTC is looking for a Senior Full Stack Developer to join the growing R&D team to work on innovative new product in the IOT field.

You will be responsible for architecting solutions, implementing core parts and speaking to key stakeholders.

The position is in Herzliya.

Kindly send us your CV to ptc.E1.502@applynow.io

Job Requirements:

B.Sc in Computer Science or a related field
3-5 years working as a Web developer, using Java
2+ years as a senior developer
Excellent level of English language
Experience as an Architect - an advantage
Experience in Web Security - an advantage
JS, Html, CSS working experience - an advantage

E-mail for CV’s: ptc.E1.502@applynow.io